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The Reindeer People
I Swear I Saw This records visionary anthropologist Michael Taussig’s
reflections on the fieldwork notebooks he kept through forty years of
travels in Colombia. Taking as a starting point a drawing he made in
Medellin in 2006—as well as its caption, “I swear I saw this”—Taussig
considers the fieldwork notebook as a type of modernist literature and
the place where writers and other creators first work out the
imaginative logic of discovery. Notebooks mix the raw material of
observation with reverie, juxtaposed, in Taussig’s case, with
drawings, watercolors, and newspaper cuttings, which blend the inner
and outer worlds in a fashion reminiscent of Brion Gysin and William
Burroughs’s surreal cut-up technique. Focusing on the small details
and observations that are lost when writers convert their notes into
finished pieces, Taussig calls for new ways of seeing and using the
notebook as form. Memory emerges as a central motif in I Swear I Saw
This as he explores his penchant to inscribe new recollections in the
margins or directly over the original entries days or weeks after an
event. This palimpsest of afterthoughts leads to ruminations on
Freud’s analysis of dreams, Proust’s thoughts on the involuntary
workings of memory, and Benjamin’s theories of history—fieldwork,
Taussig writes, provokes childhood memories with startling ease. I
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Swear I Saw This exhibits Taussig’s characteristic verve and
intellectual audacity, here combined with a revelatory sense of
intimacy. He writes, “drawing is thus a depicting, a hauling, an
unraveling, and being impelled toward something or somebody.” Readers
will exult in joining Taussig once again as he follows the threads of
a tangled skein of inspired associations.

Katanga Evenkis in the 20th Century and the Ordering of
Their Life-world
A six-hundred-mile canoe trip in the Canadian wilderness is a
seventeen-year-old’s dream adventure, but after he is mauled by a
grizzly bear, it’s all about staying alive. This true-life wilderness
survival epic recounts seventeen-year-old Alex Messenger’s near-lethal
encounter with a grizzly bear during a canoe trip in the Canadian
tundra. The story follows Alex and his five companions as they paddle
north through harrowing rapids and stunning terrain. Twenty-nine days
into the trip, while out hiking alone, Alex is attacked by a barrenground grizzly. Left for dead, he wakes to find that his summer
adventure has become a struggle to stay alive. Over the next hours and
days, Alex and his companions tend his wounds and use their
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resilience, ingenuity, and dogged perseverance to reach help at a
remote village a thousand miles north of the US-Canadian border. The
Twenty-Ninth Day is a coming-of-age story like no other, filled with
inspiring subarctic landscapes, thrilling riverine paddling, and a
trial by fire of the human spirit.

Lost and Found in Johannesburg
It's December 1997 and a man-eating tiger is on the prowl outside a
remote village in Russia's Far East. The tiger isn't just killing
people, it's annihilating them, and a team of men and their dogs must
hunt it on foot through the forest in the brutal cold. To their
horrified astonishment it emerges that the attacks are not random: the
tiger is engaged in a vendetta. Injured and starving, it must be found
before it strikes again, and the story becomes a battle for survival
between the two main characters: Yuri Trush, the lead tracker, and the
tiger itself. As John Vaillant vividly recreates the extraordinary
events of that winter, he also gives us an unforgettable portrait of a
spectacularly beautiful region where plants and animals exist that are
found nowhere else on earth, and where the once great Siberian Tiger the largest of its species, which can weigh over 600 lbs at more than
10 feet long - ranges daily over vast territories of forest and
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mountain, its numbers diminished to a fraction of what they once were.
We meet the native tribes who for centuries have worshipped and lived
alongside tigers - even sharing their kills with them - in a natural
balance. We witness the first arrival of settlers, soldiers and
hunters in the tiger's territory in the 19th century and 20th century,
many fleeing Stalinism. And we come to know the Russians of today such as the poacher Vladimir Markov - who, crushed by poverty, have
turned to poaching for the corrupt, high-paying Chinese markets.
Throughout we encounter surprising theories of how humans and tigers
may have evolved to coexist, how we may have developed as scavengers
rather than hunters and how early Homo sapiens may have once fit
seamlessly into the tiger's ecosystem. Above all, we come to
understand the endangered Siberian tiger, a highly intelligent superpredator, and the grave threat it faces as logging and poaching reduce
its habitat and numbers - and force it to turn at bay. Beautifully
written and deeply informative, The Tiger is a gripping tale of man
and nature in collision, that leads inexorably to a final showdown in
a clearing deep in the Siberian forest. From the Hardcover edition.

Lost in the Taiga
This collection is a love letter to language with poems that are drunk
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and filled with references to the hyperkinetic world of the twentyfirst century. Yet Zeus and Hera tangle with Leda on the interstate;
Ava Gardner becomes a Hindu princess; and Shiva, the Destroyer, reigns
over all. English is the primary god here, with its huge vocabulary
and omnivorous gluttony for new words, yet the mystery of the alphabet
is behind everything, a funky puppet masterwho can make a new world
out of nothing.

Disappearing Earth
Nowhere have recent environmental and social changes been more
pronounced than in post-Soviet Siberia. Donatas Brandišauskas probes
the strategies that Orochen reindeer herders of southeastern Siberia
have developed to navigate these changes. “Catching luck” is one such
strategy that plays a central role in Orochen cosmology -- luck
implies a vernacular theory of causality based on active interactions
of humans, non-humans, material objects, and places. Brandišauskas
describes in rich details the skills, knowledge, ritual practices,
storytelling, and movements that enable the Orochen to “catch luck”
(or not, sometimes), to navigate times of change and upheaval.
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The Long Walk
One of today's most intrepid writers chronicles a deadly trek through
the legendary region that gave birth to the gulag and gave Siberia its
outsize reputation for perilous isolation. In a custom-built boat,
Jeffrey Tayler travels some 2,400 miles down the Lena River from near
Lake Baikal to high above the Arctic Circle, recreating a journey
first made by Cossack forces more than three hundred years ago. He is
searching for primeval beauty and a respite from the corruption,
violence, and self-destructive urges that typify modern Russian
culture, but instead he finds the roots of that culture—in Cossack
villages unchanged for centuries, in Soviet outposts full of listless
drunks, in stark ruins of the gulag, and in grand forests hundreds of
miles from the nearest hamlet. That’s how far Tayler is from help when
he realizes that his guide, Vadim, a burly Soviet army veteran
embittered by his experiences in Afghanistan, detests all humanity,
including Tayler. Yet he needs Vadim’s superb skills if he is to
survive a voyage that quickly turns hellish. They must navigate
roiling whitewater in howling storms, but they eschew life jackets
because, as Vadim explains, the frigid water would kill them before
they could swim to shore. Though Tayler has trekked by camel through
the Sahara and canoed down the Congo during the revolt against Mobutu,
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he has never felt so threatened as he does now.

WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY. (PRODUCT ID 23958336).
A study of the endangered Siberian tiger describes the big cat's role
in its environment and the joint efforts of Russian researchers and
U.S. wildlife biologists to preserve the endangered animal.

The Role of Environmental NGOs: Russian Challenges, American
Lessons
Dersu the Trapper
A meditation on escaping the chaos of modern life and rediscovering
the luxury of solitude. Winner of the Prix Médicis for nonfiction, The
Consolations of the Forest is a Thoreau-esque quest to find solace,
taken to the extreme. No stranger to inhospitable places, Sylvain
Tesson exiles himself to a wooden cabin on Siberia’s Lake Baikal, a
full day’s hike from any "neighbor," with his thoughts, his books, a
couple of dogs, and many bottles of vodka for company. Writing from
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February to July, he shares his deep appreciation for the harsh but
beautiful land, the resilient men and women who populate it, and the
bizarre and tragic history that has given Siberia an almost
mythological place in the imagination. Rich with observation,
introspection, and the good humor necessary to laugh at his own folly,
Tesson’s memoir is about the ultimate freedom of owning your own time.
Only in the hands of a gifted storyteller can an experiment in
isolation become an exceptional adventure accessible to all. By
recording his impressions in the face of silence, his struggles in a
hostile environment, his hopes, doubts, and moments of pure joy in
communion with nature, Tesson makes a decidedly out-of-the-ordinary
experience relatable. The awe and joy are contagious, and one comes
away with the comforting knowledge that "as long as there is a cabin
deep in the woods, nothing is completely lost."

Architecture at the End of the Earth
Conservation Biology for All provides cutting-edge but basic
conservation science to a global readership. A series of authoritative
chapters have been written by the top names in conservation biology
with the principal aim of disseminating cutting-edge conservation
knowledge as widely as possible. Important topics such as balancing
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conversion and human needs, climate change, conservation planning,
designing and analyzing conservation research, ecosystem services,
endangered species management, extinctions, fire, habitat loss, and
invasive species are covered. Numerous textboxes describing additional
relevant material or case studies are also included. The global
biodiversity crisis is now unstoppable; what can be saved in the
developing world will require an educated constituency in both the
developing and developed world. Habitat loss is particularly acute in
developing countries, which is of special concern because it tends to
be these locations where the greatest species diversity and richest
centres of endemism are to be found. Sadly, developing world
conservation scientists have found it difficult to access an
authoritative textbook, which is particularly ironic since it is these
countries where the potential benefits of knowledge application are
greatest. There is now an urgent need to educate the next generation
of scientists in developing countries, so that they are in a better
position to protect their natural resources.

The Photo Ark
A BATTLE OF WITS Even the mysterious Kotoko Iwanaga was a high school
student once, but could a girl like her ever fit in with regular
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teenagers? There is one student who thinks she would be a great
addition to his club, but can he possibly convince the lone wolf to
become a member of an organization? Learn how Manabu Amachi
manipulated Kotoko into joining the mystery appreciation club!

Wild Rescuers: Escape to the Mesa
Describes the Lykovs, a family of fundamentalists, who have survived
in Siberia for more than fifty years

Tigers In The Snow
The essay and bibliography cover the essential information and
controversies regarding the World War I battle that is credited as
being a turning point in the war. The essay provides factual
background, identifying major historiographical contentions, including
the quality of British generalship, the use of technology, and the
effectiveness of tactical planning. The alphabetically arranged
bibliography consists of military history works related to Somme, but
because aspects of strategy were influenced by politics some
politically focused volumes have also been included. Annotation
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The Last Tsar
An anthropologist describes life among the Eveny people of Siberia,
detailing their nomadic way of life in one of the most inhospitable
places on Earth, their close relationship with the reindeer who share
their environment, and their successful survival despite their harsh
living conditions and Soviet efforts at control. Reprint.

Sword and Citadel
For over five hundred years the Russians wondered what kind of people
their Arctic and sub-Arctic subjects were. "They have mouths between
their shoulders and eyes in their chests," reported a fifteenthcentury tale. "They rove around, live of their own free will, and beat
the Russian people," complained a seventeenth-century Cossack. "Their
actions are exceedingly rude. They do not take off their hats and do
not bow to each other," huffed an eighteenth-century scholar. They are
"children of nature" and "guardians of ecological balance,"
rhapsodized early nineteenth-century and late twentieth-century
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romantics. Even the Bolsheviks, who categorized the circumpolar
foragers as "authentic proletarians," were repeatedly puzzled by the
"peoples from the late Neolithic period who, by virtue of their
extreme backwardness, cannot keep up either economically or culturally
with the furious speed of the emerging socialist society."Whether
described as brutes, aliens, or endangered indigenous populations, the
so-called small peoples of the north have consistently remained a
point of contrast for speculations on Russian identity and a
convenient testing ground for policies and images that grew out of
these speculations. In Arctic Mirrors, a vividly rendered history of
circumpolar peoples in the Russian empire and the Russian mind, Yuri
Slezkine offers the first in-depth interpretation of this
relationship. No other book in any language links the history of a
colonized non-Russian people to the full sweep of Russian intellectual
and cultural history. Enhancing his account with vintage prints and
photographs, Slezkine reenacts the procession of Russian fur traders,
missionaries, tsarist bureaucrats, radical intellectuals, professional
ethnographers, and commissars who struggled to reform and
conceptualize this most "alien" of their subject populations.Slezkine
reconstructs from a vast range of sources the successive official
policies and prevailing attitudes toward the northern peoples,
interweaving the resonant narratives of Russian and indigenous
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contemporaries with the extravagant images of popular Russian fiction.
As he examines the many ironies and ambivalences involved in
successive Russian attempts to overcome northern—and hence their
own—otherness, Slezkine explores the wider issues of ethnic identity,
cultural change, nationalist rhetoric, and not-so European
colonialism.

Conservation Biology for All
Many of Chicago's greatest or most unusual restaurants are "no longer
taking reservations," but they're definitely not forgotten. From
steakhouses to delis, these dining destinations attracted movie stars,
fed the hungry, launched nationwide trends and created a smorgasbord
of culinary choices. Stretching across almost two centuries of
memorable service and adventurous menus, this book revisits the
institutions entrusted with the city's special occasions. Noted author
Greg Borzo dishes out course after course of fondly remembered fare,
from Maxim's to Charlie Trotter's and Trader Vic's to the Blackhawk.

All-Night Lingo Tango
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A captivating, often hilarious novel of family, loss, wilderness, and
the curse of a violent America, Dave Eggers’s Heroes of the Frontier
is a powerful examination of our contemporary life and a rousing story
of adventure. Josie and her children’s father have split up, she’s
been sued by a former patient and lost her dental practice, and she’s
grieving the death of a young man senselessly killed. When her ex asks
to take the children to meet his new fiancée’s family, Josie makes a
run for it, figuring Alaska is about as far as she can get without a
passport. Josie and her kids, Paul and Ana, rent a rattling old RV
named the Chateau, and at first their trip feels like a vacation: They
see bears and bison, they eat hot dogs cooked on a bonfire, and they
spend nights parked along icy cold rivers in dark forests. But as they
drive, pushed north by the ubiquitous wildfires, Josie is chased by
enemies both real and imagined, past mistakes pursuing her tiny
family, even to the very edge of civilization. A tremendous new novel
from the bestselling author of The Circle, Heroes of the Frontier is
the darkly comic story of a mother and her two young children on a
journey through an Alaskan wilderness plagued by wildfires and a
uniquely American madness.

The Tiger
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From acclaimed journalist Sophy Roberts, a journey through one of the
harshest landscapes on earth—where music reveals the deep humanity and
the rich history of Siberia Siberia’s story is traditionally one of
exiles, penal colonies and unmarked graves. Yet there is another tale
to tell. Dotted throughout this remote land are pianos—grand
instruments created during the boom years of the nineteenth century,
as well as humble, Soviet-made uprights that found their way into
equally modest homes. They tell the story of how, ever since entering
Russian culture under the westernizing influence of Catherine the
Great, piano music has run through the country like blood. How these
pianos traveled into this snow-bound wilderness in the first place is
testament to noble acts of fortitude by governors, adventurers and
exiles. Siberian pianos have accomplished extraordinary feats, from
the instrument that Maria Volkonsky, wife of an exiled Decembrist
revolutionary, used to spread music east of the Urals, to those that
brought reprieve to the Soviet Gulag. That these instruments might
still exist in such a hostile landscape is remarkable. That they are
still capable of making music in far-flung villages is nothing less
than a miracle. The Lost Pianos of Siberia is largely a story of music
in this fascinating place, fol-lowing Roberts on a three-year
adventure as she tracks a number of different instruments to find one
whose history is definitively Siberian. Her journey reveals a desolate
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land inhabited by wild tigers and deeply shaped by its dark history,
yet one that is also profoundly beautiful—and peppered with pianos.

Lost in the Barrens
One of The New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year National Book
Award Finalist Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle John
Leonard Prize Finalist for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize A
Best Book of 2019: Entertainment Weekly, The Washington Post, NPR,
Kirkus, AV Club, Vanity Fair, Variety, Esquire, Jezebel, Real Simple,
The New York Post, Town & Country, Barnes & Noble, Library Journal,
CBC, BookPage, BookBub, Book Riot, USA Today National Best Seller
"Splendidly imagined . . . Thrilling" --Simon Winchester "A genuine
masterpiece" --Gary Shteyngart Spellbinding, moving--evoking a
fascinating region on the other side of the world--this suspenseful
and haunting story announces the debut of a profoundly gifted writer.
One August afternoon, on the shoreline of the Kamchatka peninsula at
the northeastern edge of Russia, two girls--sisters, eight and
eleven--go missing. In the ensuing weeks, then months, the police
investigation turns up nothing. Echoes of the disappearance
reverberate across a tightly woven community, with the fear and loss
felt most deeply among its women. Taking us through a year in
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Kamchatka, Disappearing Earth enters with astonishing emotional acuity
the worlds of a cast of richly drawn characters, all connected by the
crime: a witness, a neighbor, a detective, a mother. We are
transported to vistas of rugged beauty--densely wooded forests, open
expanses of tundra, soaring volcanoes, and the glassy seas that border
Japan and Alaska--and into a region as complex as it is alluring,
where social and ethnic tensions have long simmered, and where
outsiders are often the first to be accused. In a story as propulsive
as it is emotionally engaging, and through a young writer's virtuosic
feat of empathy and imagination, this powerful novel brings us to a
new understanding of the intricate bonds of family and community, in a
Russia unlike any we have seen before.

Lost in the Jungle
Recently voted the greatest fantasy of all time, after The Lord of the
Rings and The Hobbit, Gene Wolfe's The Book of the New Sun is an
extraordinary epic, set a million years in the future, on an Earth
transformed in mysterious and wondrous ways, in a time when our
present culture is no longer even a memory. Severian, the central
character, is a torturer, exiled from his guild after falling in love
with one of his victims, and journeying to the distant city of Thrax,
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armed with his ancient executioner's sword, Terminus Est. This edition
contains the second two volumes of this four volume novel, The Sword
of the Lictor and The Citadel of the Autarch.

This is My Native Land
Carpeted in boreal forests, dotted with lakes, cut by rivers, and
straddling the Arctic Circle, the region surrounding the White Sea,
which is known as the Russian North, is sparsely populated and
immensely isolated. It is also the home to architectural marvels, as
many of the original wooden and brick churches and homes in the
region's ancient villages and towns still stand. Featuring nearly two
hundred full color photographs of these beautiful centuries-old
structures, Architecture at the End of the Earth is the most recent
addition to William Craft Brumfield's ongoing project to
photographically document all aspects of Russian architecture. The
architectural masterpieces Brumfield photographed are diverse: they
range from humble chapels to grand cathedrals, buildings that are
either dilapidated or well cared for, and structures repurposed during
the Soviet era. Included are onion-domed wooden churches such as the
Church of the Dormition, built in 1674 in Varzuga; the massive walled
Transfiguration Monastery on Great Solovetsky Island, which dates to
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the mid-1550s; the Ferapontov-Nativity Monastery's frescoes, painted
in 1502 by Dionisy, one of Russia's greatest medieval painters;
nineteenth-century log houses, both rustic and ornate; and the
Cathedral of St. Sophia in Vologda, which was commissioned by Ivan the
Terrible in the 1560s. The text that introduces the photographs
outlines the region's significance to Russian history and culture.
Brumfield is challenged by the immense difficulty of accessing the
Russian North, and recounts traversing sketchy roads, crossing siltclogged rivers on barges and ferries, improvising travel arrangements,
being delayed by severe snowstorms, and seeing the region from the air
aboard the small planes he needs to reach remote areas. The buildings
Brumfield photographed, some of which lie in near ruin, are at
constant risk due to local indifference and vandalism, a lack of
maintenance funds, clumsy restorations, or changes in local and
national priorities. Brumfield is concerned with their futures and
hopes that the region's beautiful and vulnerable achievements of
master Russian carpenters will be preserved. Architecture at the End
of the Earth is at once an art book, a travel guide, and a personal
document about the discovery of this bleak but beautiful region of
Russia that most readers will see here for the first time.

Lost Pianos of Siberia
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New York Times bestseller! From StacyPlays, creator of the megapopular YouTube series Dogcraft, comes a thrilling illustrated novel
about a girl raised by a pack of wolves and her quest to protect their
shared forest home. The first in a new Minecraft-inspired fantasy
adventure series! Stacy was raised by wolves. She’s never needed
humans to survive and, from what she sees of humans, they’re dangerous
and unpredictable. For as long as she can remember, Stacy’s pack of
six powerful, playful wolves—Addison, Basil, Everest, Noah, Tucker and
Wink—have been her only family. Together, Stacy’s pack patrols the
forest to keep other animals safe, relying on her wits and each wolf’s
unique abilities to accomplish risky rescue missions. But as the
forest changes and new dangers begin lurking, are Stacy and the wolves
prepared for the perils that await them? Fans of DanTDM: Trayaurus and
the Enchanted Crystal and the Warriors series—plus shows like Ranger
Bob—will love this Minecraft-inspired adventure.

The Iliac Crest
A New York Times bestselling series! From StacyPlays, the YouTube
sensation with over 2 million subscribers, comes the exhilarating
third book in her Minecraft-inspired adventure series about a girl
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raised by wolves. Stacy always knew that the intelligent, playful
wolves who raised her weren’t like other animals. Normal wolf packs
don’t spend their time rescuing animals and caring for an orphaned
girl. But lately, Stacy’s wolves have revealed to her just how special
they are—supernaturally special. The wolves each have their own unique
ability: they can breathe underwater, run at impossible speeds, heal
wounds, and more. They’re extraordinary—but how did they get that way?
Determined to uncover the truth, Stacy leads the pack north. But the
harsh tundra biome pushes the pack to its limits. Can they survive
long enough to discover the truth? And is Stacy prepared for what the
truth actually is? Fans of Minecraft: The Crash and PopularMMOs
Presents: A Hole New World will love this illustrated, action-packed
series!

Leaving Footprints in the Taiga
Reveals what can be understood about the natural world through the
author's year-long observation of a one-square-meter patch of oldgrowth Tennessee forest, explaining the scientific ties binding all
life and how the ecosystem has cycled for millions of years. 25,000
first printing.
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Heroes of the Frontier
From the author of the award-winning White Fever, Kolyma Diaries is an
excursion into one of the world's last remaining badlands, a place
full of Gulag ghosts and living wrecks. All along the 2000 kilometres
of the Kolyma highway, Bader is plied with vodka. He hears
mesmerizing, sometimes devastating, tales of the journeys that brought
his 'fellow travellers', the people who give him lifts, to this
benighted land. This is a book about the descendants of prisoners
eking out a living, of conmen and veterans and scrap iron dealers, of
corrupt politicians and organised crime. Stories are told of sons
given away, husbands who reappear after three decades, scholars who
now survive by foraging for mushrooms and berries, sculptors who hoard
the heads lopped off statues of Lenin, miners who dig up mass graves
while looking for gold, and all the addicts, convicts, fallen heroes
and even sportsmen who run away from their troubles and end up in the
most remote region in Russia

The Twenty-Ninth Day
Will has spent his whole life in the shadow of his older brother,
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Seth. Sure, his brother is a master builder who is known throughout
the entire Overworld, but Will knows he could make his own mark in
Minecraft if anyone would give him the chance to prove himself. So
when Will gets the chance to go on his first solo adventure, he jumps
at the opportunity. Seth urges Will to stay at home where he’ll be
safe, or at least take some time to prepare for the journey, but Will
knows he has the courage and strength to face whatever strange biomes
or hostile mobs the Overworld has in store for him. Will’s quest gets
off to a great start when he meets Mina, a fellow adventurer, and they
decide to look for excitement together. But when the two get separated
and night starts to fall, Will realizes he is lost. With spiders and
creepers spawning all around him and no shelter in sight, can Will
survive the night all on his own? Beginning readers—and gamers—will be
on the edge of their seats in this thrilling first installment in the
Secrets of an Overworld Survivor chapter book series! Sky Pony Press,
with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for
small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and
novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children
who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks, and Pokemon
Go; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the
environment, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
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New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed
to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Wild Rescuers: Expedition on the Tundra
The next installment in the New York Times bestselling series! From
YouTube gamer StacyPlays comes the exhilarating sequel to her
Minecraft-inspired adventure novel about a girl raised by wolves.
Stacy would do anything to protect the Taiga where she lives with the
pack of intelligent wolves who raised her. But when humans start to
encroach on their forest, their only choice is escape to a place no
Arctic wolf has gone before: the desert. The Mesa, with its canyons,
snakes, and coyotes, will be like nothing the pack has ever seen. Even
in this unfamiliar territory, Stacy is determined to rescue animals in
need. But as she and her wolves face new dangers and old secrets,
Stacy can’t help but wonder—where does she truly belong? Fans of
DanTDM: Trayasaurus and the Enchanted Crystal and PopularMMOs
Presents: A Hole New World will love this illustrated, action-packed
series!
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Arctic Mirrors
This work documents the lives of a group of hunters and reindeer
herders living at the headwaters of the Lower Tunguska River at the
end of the 20th century. Katanga Evenkis are best described by the
flexible and creative way they use the land around them, and continue
to exercise a strong presence on their lands, despite severe pressure
by Soviet-era policies and even more devastating dislocations by
industrial development and privatisation. According to Sirina, Katanga
Evenkis at the end of the 20th century are best characterized not by
what they have lost but instead by the way they continue to make a
home for themselves in the taiga, using a variety of adaptive
strategies and intuitions that reflect what she calls the 'outlook of
a mobile people.'

Last of the Breed (Louis L'Amour's Lost Treasures)
An inner life of Johannesburg that turns on the author's fascination
with maps, boundaries, and transgressions Lost and Found in
Johannesburg begins with a transgression—the armed invasion of a
private home in the South African city of Mark Gevisser's birth. But
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far more than the riveting account of a break-in, this is a daring
exploration of place and the boundaries upon which identities are
mapped. As a child growing up in apartheid South Africa, Gevisser
becomes obsessed with a street guide called Holmden's Register of
Johannesburg, which literally erases entire black townships.
Johannesburg, he realizes, is full of divisions between black and
white, rich and poor, gay and straight; a place that "draws its energy
precisely from its atomization and its edge, its stacking of
boundaries against one another." Here, Gevisser embarks on a quest to
understand the inner life of his city. Gevisser uses maps, family
photographs, shards of memory, newspaper clippings, and courtroom
testimony to chart his intimate history of Johannesburg. He begins by
tracing his family's journey from the Orthodox world of a Lithuanian
shtetl to the white suburban neighborhoods where separate servants'
quarters were legally required at every house. Gevisser, who
eventually marries a black man, tells stories of others who have
learned to define themselves "within, and across, and against," the
city's boundaries. He recalls the double lives of gay men like Phil
and Edgar, the ever-present housekeepers and gardeners, and the
private swimming pools where blacks and whites could be discreetly
intimate, even though the laws of apartheid strictly prohibited sex
between people of different races. And he explores physical barriers
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like The Wilds, a large park that divides Johannesburg's affluent
Northern Suburbs from two of its poorest neighborhoods. It is this
park that the three men who held Gevisser at gunpoint crossed the
night of their crime. An ode to both the marked and unmarked landscape
of Gevisser's past, Lost and Found in Johannesburg is an existential
guide to one of the most complex cities on earth. As Gevisser writes,
"Maps would have no purchase on us, no currency at all, if we were not
in danger of running aground, of getting lost, of dislocation and even
death without them. All maps awaken in me a desire to be lost and to
be found . . . [They force] me to remember something I must never
allow myself to forget: Johannesburg, my hometown, is not the city I
think I know."

Kolyma Diaries
Russian playwright and historian Radzinsky mines sources never before
available to create a fascinating portrait of the monarch, and a
minute-by-minute account of his terrifying last days.

Frontier Encounters
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This lush book of photography represents National Geographic's Photo
Ark, a major cross-platform initiative and lifelong project by
photographer Joel Sartore to make portraits of the world's animalsespecially those that are endangered. His powerful message, conveyed
with humor, compassion, and art- to know these animals is to save
them.Sartore intends to photograph every animal in captivity in the
world. He is circling the globe, visiting zoos and wildlife rescue
centers to create studio portraits of 12,000 species, with an emphasis
on those facing extinction. He has photographed more than 6,000
already and now, thanks to a multi-year partnership with National
Geographic, he may reach his goal. This book showcases his animal
portraits- from tiny to mammoth, from the Florida grasshopper sparrow
to the greater one-horned rhinoceros. Paired with the eloquent prose
of veteran wildlife writer Douglas Chadwick, this book presents a
thought-provoking argument for saving all the species of our planet.

Wild Rescuers: Guardians of the Taiga
A Dazzling Russian travelogue from the bestselling author of Great
Plains In his astonishing new work, Ian Frazier, one of our greatest
and most entertaining storytellers, trains his perceptive, generous
eye on Siberia, the storied expanse of Asiatic Russia whose grim
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renown is but one explanation among hundreds for the region's
fascinating, enduring appeal. In Travels in Siberia, Frazier reveals
Siberia's role in history—its science, economics, and politics—with
great passion and enthusiasm, ensuring that we'll never think about it
in the same way again. With great empathy and epic sweep, Frazier
tells the stories of Siberia's most famous exiles, from the wellknown—Dostoyevsky, Lenin (twice), Stalin (numerous times)—to the
lesser known (like Natalie Lopukhin, banished by the empress for
copying her dresses) to those who experienced unimaginable suffering
in Siberian camps under the Soviet regime, forever immortalized by
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in The Gulag Archipelago. Travels in Siberia is
also a unique chronicle of Russia since the end of the Soviet Union, a
personal account of adventures among Russian friends and
acquaintances, and, above all, a unique, captivating, totally
Frazierian take on what he calls the "amazingness" of Russia—a country
that, for all its tragic history, somehow still manages to be funny.
Travels in Siberia will undoubtedly take its place as one of the
twenty-first century's indispensable contributions to the travelwriting genre.

The Taiga Syndrome
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Slavomir Rawicz was a young Polish cavalry officer. On 19th November
1939 he was arrested by the Russians and after brutal interrogation he
was sentenced to 25 years in the Gulags. After a three month journey
to Siberia in the depths of winter he escaped with six companions,
realising that to stay in the camp meant almost certain death. In June
1941 they crossed the trans-Siberian railway and headed south,
climbing into Tibet and freedom nine months later in March 1942 after
travelling on foot through some of the harshest regions in the world,
including the Gobi Desert. First published in 1956, this is one of the
world's greatest true stories of adventure, survival and escape, has
been the inspiration for the film The Way Back, directed by Peter Weir
and starring Colin Farrell and Ed Harris.

River of No Reprieve
On a dark and stormy night, two mysterious women invade an unnamed
narrator’s house, where they proceed to ruthlessly question their
host’s gender and identity. The increasingly frantic protagonist fails
to defend his supposed masculinity and eventually finds himself in a
sanatorium. A Gothic tale of destabilized male-female binaries and
subverted literary tropes, this is the book's first English
publication.
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Travels in Siberia
Awasin, a Cree Indian boy, and Jamie, a Canadian orphan living with
his uncle, the trapper Angus Macnair, are enchanted by the magic of
the great Arctic wastes. They set out on an adventure that proves
longer and more dangerous than they could have imagined. Drawing on
his knowledge of the ways of the wilderness and the implacable
northern elements, Farley Mowat has created a memorable tale of daring
and adventure. When first published in 1956, Lost in the Barrens won
the Governor-General’s Award for Juvenile Literature, the Book-of-theYear Medal of the Canadian Association of Children’s Librarians and
the Boys’ Club of America Junior Book Award.

Lost Restaurants of Chicago
An NRC committee was established to work with a Russian counterpart
group in conducting a workshop in Moscow on the effectiveness of
Russian environmental NGOs in environmental decision-making and
prepared proceedings of this workshop, highlighting the successes and
difficulties faced by NGOs in Russia and the United States.
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I Swear I Saw This
China and Russia are rising economic and political powers that share
thousands of miles of border. Despite their proximity, their
interactions with each other - and with their third neighbour Mongolia
- are rarely discussed. Although the three countries share a boundary,
their traditions, languages and worldviews are remarkably different.
Frontier Encounters presents a wide range of views on how the borders
between these unique countries are enacted, produced, and crossed. It
sheds light on global uncertainties: China's search for energy
resources and the employment of its huge population, Russia's fear of
Chinese migration, and the precarious independence of Mongolia as its
neighbours negotiate to extract its plentiful resources. Bringing
together anthropologists, sociologists and economists, this timely
collection of essays offers new perspectives on an area that is
currently of enormous economic, strategic and geo-political relevance.

The Forest Unseen
The Consolations of the Forest
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In/spectre
“For sheer adventure L’Amour is in top form.”—Kirkus Reviews Here is
the kind of authentically detailed epic novel that has become Louis
L’Amour’s hallmark. It is the compelling story of U.S. Air Force Major
Joe Mack, a man born out of time. When his experimental aircraft is
forced down in Russia and he escapes a Soviet prison camp, he must
call upon the ancient skills of his Indian forebears to survive the
vast Siberian wilderness. Only one route lies open to Mack: the path
of his ancestors, overland to the Bering Strait and across the sea to
America. But in pursuit is a legendary tracker, the Yakut native
Alekhin, who knows every square foot of the icy frontier—and who knows
that to trap his quarry he must think like a Sioux. Louis L’Amour’s
Lost Treasures is a project created to release some of the author’s
more unconventional manuscripts from the family archives. In Louis
L’Amour’s Lost Treasures: Volumes 1, Beau L’Amour takes the reader on
a guided tour through many of the finished and unfinished short
stories, novels, and treatments that his father was never able to
publish during his lifetime. L’Amour’s never-before-seen first novel,
No Traveller Returns, faithfully completed for this program, is a
voyage into danger and violence on the high seas. These exciting
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publications will be followed by Louis L’Amour’s Lost Treasures:
Volume 2. Additionally, many beloved classics will be rereleased with
an exclusive Lost Treasures postscript featuring previously
unpublished material, including outlines, plot notes, and alternate
drafts. These postscripts tell the story behind the stories that
millions of readers have come to know and cherish.
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